Poodle Club Of America, Inc.

Tuesday 04/16/19 In Gray Summit, MO
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OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Novice Class A.

JUDGE: Ms. Linda F. Morris


178.5/2 6 GCH SPENDER'S AFFAIR IS ANA OF V & E CGC. PR 20032202. 05-21-17 By GCHP Lakeridge Kaylens Hey Big Spender - Ch En Tour's An Affair To Remember ACT1. Poodles (Standard). Owner: Susan Booth Kuykendall & Ed Burknap, Temple, TX 765022814. Breeder: Veronica & Ed Burknap.

182.5/1 7 LAURIS NEW DREAMS TO TOUCH TD MX MXJ MJB CA CGC. PR 17859704. 06-02-14 By Ch Lauris Tivin Incantation - Ch Hightide Nautilus. Poodles (Standard). Owner: Lauren Tapyrik, Cary, NC 275195103. Breeder: Missy Galloway & Adriano Rocha &

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Novice Class B.

JUDGE: Ms. Linda F. Morris


194.0/1 15 CH LYN-DEL ABERWYN ENCHANTED CELTIDH RE. PR 11142401. 12-12-07 By Ch Cabryn Lord Of Illusions - Ravendune Lyn-Del Riverdance. Poodles
APPARITION GLEEFUL SPIRIT, PR 20031605. 06-23-17
By Sovereign Sir Winston - Apparition Deagra Free Spirit CD BN RA CGC TKN.

GCH SANDSTORM SUGAR SHAQ CD T2B AX MXJ, PR 17998603. 09-14-14

EMMA CLAIRE II CD BN CGC, PR 20300905. 09­10­17

GCH SANDSTORM SUGAR SHAQ CD T2B AX MXJ, PR 18524302. 12­25­14

TERI'S SWEET CHANEL CD BN RI CGC, PR 18633903. 07­15­15

AVALON'S BLACKHAWK IS SHADOW'S GIFT BN RI CGCA TKI, PR 17199101. 02­13­13

CH COCOA PUPS WHIMSICAL DREAM CGC RE CD, PR 17794803. 05­14­14

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Open Class A.

JUDGE: Ms. Patricia A. Strong

VALENTINE'S CHASE DIVINE VCD1 BN RN MN MX MXS MXJ MJB XF BCAT, PR 16409601. 07­17­12

WOOL'N WIND SPIRIT OF A STORM CD, PR 19513301. 02-21-16

PECKERWOOD'S WINDY WILLY WONKA CD AX AXJ NF RA TKN THDD CGCA, PR 16324401. 08-04-12

MLK'S LUMEN CD CGC, PR 20510101. 11­28­17

CH COCOA PUPS WHIMSICAL DREAM CGC RE CD, PR 17875101. 07-25-14

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Open Class B.

JUDGE: Ms. Patricia A. Strong

TUDOROSE LIGHT MY FIRE UDX OM TD MH BN RN VER WCX, PR 17199101. 02-13-13

SILVER WARRIOR WITH A DRAEGER UDX OM1 GN VER JH NA AJ CA DJ WCX, PR 15464802. 04-10-11

NATALIE'S MAGGIE OF WALDEN FARM UDX3 PCDX BN GN GO CGC, PR 17794803. 05-14-14
By Ch Aris’ Man In Black For Natalie - Ch Aris Overnight Sensation At Natalies. Poodles (Standard). Owner: Nancy & Dave Warshauer, Carbondale, IL 629020522.
Breeder: Natalie Hetmer & Beth Harris.

188.5  18 EMMA CLAIRE II CD BN CGC. PR 20300905. 09-10-17

195.0  30 SANSU BRIE OF WALDEN FARM UDX13 OMS BN GO. PR 14293902. 05-27-10
By Ch Avatar Jupiter - Ch Sansu Steals The Show UD. Poodles (Standard). Owner: Nancy & Dave Warshauer, Carbondale, IL 629020522. Breeder: Sandra B McKinley.

198.5/1/HT  31 MACH DENTI'S GLITTER ROCKS UDX4 OM7. PR 14841402. 10-11-10

194.5  32 KARADALE LIVIN ON THE EDGE CDX BN RAE AX MXJ NF JH. PR 18047101.
05-13-14

196.0  34 OTCH ADELHEID'S GARBANZO UDX4 OMS GN. PR 15671201. 11-05-11

196.0/2  35 CH MACH SANDSTORM LIMELITE CHICK FLICK UD MXB MJB T2B XF. PR 14634203. 09-08-10
By Ch MACH Sandstorm The Need For Speed TDX MXF TDX - Ch MACH4 Sandstorm Slick Chick UD MXF TQX T2B TDX. Poodles (Miniature). Owner: Beverly K Duerst, Deforest, WI 535321630. Breeder: Joann Neal.

186.5  36 GCHS SANDSTORM SLAMMA JAMMA TD CDX AX MXJ VCD2. PR 17998601. 09-14-14

196.5  37 GCH OTCH MACH3 ABSOLUTE SILVER STAR UDX8 OGM BN GO RMRAEPDMCMGJMCXFTQXT2BGCTKP. PR 15295603. 04-26-11

193.0  38 CH SHIR-LEE NORALLE BUTTERFLY KISSES UDX8 OM6 VER GN RAE CGCA.
PR 09616603. 01-13-07

194.0  39 ADELHEID’S LIVE WIRES CDX BN GN RE MX MXJ MXB MJB MXF T2B CA TKA CGC. PR 18046002. 09-23-14

196.5/3  40 CH SARATOGAS STUDIOUS SCHOLAR UDX2 OM2 AX AXJ OF. PR 16542303. 11-06-12

196.0/4  41 CH OTCH CHATABOUT ROCKIN K’S LEGEND OF ZORRO UDX5 OM8 AX AXJ RAE2. PR 14767604. 08-25-10
By Ch Primrose Alusive Adonix - Chatabout Just A Honey At Jay P’s. Poodles (Toy). Owner: Dr Donna R Fox, Houston, TX 770243710. Breeder: Daniel Lee Chatfield & Patricia Knutson.

42 MACH SILVER SAILS JIB'S TILLERMAN VCD2 RN TDX TDU MXB PAD MJS MXF T2B TKN. PR 18507901. 05-22-15
OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Utility Class A.

JUDGE: Mr. Richard A. Strong

43 REBELSTAR OPUS WINS THE SCENT CHALLENGE CDX BN RAE TO FDC CGC TKI. PR 18745306. 10-15-15

44 LIVE OAK IT'S MY PARTY OF OZ CDX GO RAE NAJ OF SIN SCN. PR 15354906. 05-08-11

32 KARADALE LIVIN ON THE EDGE CDX BN RAE AX MXJ NF JH. PR 18047101. 05-13-14

45 GCH PAMPER'S TRILOGY FOR ME CDX AX RA NF. PR 17847301. 04-11-14

42 MACH SILVER SAILS JIB'S TILLERMAN VCD2 RN TDX TDU PAD MJS MXF T2B4 TKN. PR 18507901. 05-22-15

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Utility Class B.

JUDGE: Mr. Richard A. Strong

27 TUDOROSE LIGHT MY FIRE UDX OM TD MH BN RN VER WCX. PR 17199101. 02-13-13

28 SILVER WARRIOR WITH A DRAEGER UDX OM1 GN VER JH NAJ CA DJ WCX. PR 15464802. 04-10-11

29 NATALIE'S MAGGIE OF WALDEN FARM UDX3 PCDX BN GN GO CGC. PR 17794803. 05-14-14
By Ch Aris' Man In Black For Natalie - Ch Aris Overnight Sensation At Natalies. Poodles (Standard). Owner: Nancy & Dave Warshauer, Carbondale, IL 629020522. Breeder: Natalie Hetmer & Beth Harris.

30 SANSU BRIE OF WALDEN FARM UDX13 OMS6 BN GO. PR 14293902. 05-27-10
By Ch Avatar Jupiter - Ch Sansu Steals The Show UD. Poodles (Standard). Owner: Nancy & Dave Warshauer, Carbondale, IL 629020522. Breeder: Sandra B McKinley.

31 MACH DEMP'S GLITTER ROCKS UDX4 OM7. PR 14841402. 10-11-10

33 OTCH ADELHEID'S GARBANZO UDX4 OM8 GN. PR 15671201. 11-05-11

34 LYCA HAPPY MAN UD OML1 BN RA JH MX MXJ MBX XF SWN. PR 15079301. 11-06-10

191.5/2 35 CH MACH SANDSTORM LIMELITE CHICK FLICK UD MXB MJB T2B XF. PR 14643203. 09-08-10
By Ch MACH SANDSTORM The Need For Speed TDX MXF TDX - Ch MACH4 Sandstorm Slick Chick UD MXF TQX T2B TDX. Poodles (Miniature). Owner: Beverly K Duerst, Deforest, WI 535216360. Breeder: Joann Neal.
5/1/2019
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**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Beginner Novice Class A.**

**JUDGE:** *Ms. Linda F. Morris*

190.0/4 48 *GCH HARTEN CHARMED I'M SURE AT TAMIN CGC RN*, PR 19791601. 11-23-16


A 49 *GLADYSTAR PIPPIN HOW DO YOU LIKE THEM APPLES RN MXP MJP T2BP ACT2 CGC TKA*, PR 18312109. 03-01-15


194.5/1 51 *ADELHEID’S WILD INDIGO AX MX1 OF CGC TKA*, PR 19104501. 01-05-16


**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Beginner Novice Class B.**

**JUDGE:** *Ms. Linda F. Morris*

190.0/4 48 *GCH HARTEN CHARMED I'M SURE AT TAMIN CGC RN*, PR 19791601. 11-23-16


A 49 *GLADYSTAR PIPPIN HOW DO YOU LIKE THEM APPLES RN MXP MJP T2BP ACT2 CGC TKA*, PR 18312109. 03-01-15


194.5/1 51 *ADELHEID’S WILD INDIGO AX MX1 OF CGC TKA*, PR 19104501. 01-05-16


A 52 *SONGBIRD MAKE THE FUR FLY*, PR 17937205. 03-15-14

By Bold'n Fair Isle Dreamworks - Ch Songbird Screen Siren. Poodles (Miniature). Owner: Louisa Murphy, Deerfield, WI 535319649. Breeder: Nancy Palauskas & Debbie West.

194.5/1 51 *ADELHEID’S WILD INDIGO AX MX1 OF CGC TKA*, PR 19104501. 01-05-16


A 52 *SONGBIRD MAKE THE FUR FLY*, PR 17937205. 03-15-14

By Bold'n Fair Isle Dreamworks - Ch Songbird Screen Siren. Poodles (Miniature). Owner: Louisa Murphy, Deerfield, WI 535319649. Breeder: Nancy Palauskas & Debbie West.
Breeder: Donna Grant.

192.5/2  55 **GCHB BEAUCIEL DE LA RENTA TUMBLEWEED FDC NJP NFP BCAT ACTI.** PR 19663603. 06-04-16

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Graduate Novice Class.**

**JUDGE:** Ms. Patricia A. Strong

24 **PECKERWOOD'S WINDY WILLY WONKA CD AX AXJ NF RA TKN THDD CGCA.** PR 16324401. 08-04-12

179.0/1  56 **WILADON JOED'S SILVER SERENADE CD RE NF OA OAJ.** PR 11601804. 11-19-07

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Preferred Open Class.**

**JUDGE:** Ms. Patricia A. Strong

57 **JACKNIC'S MILLION DOLLAR BABY CD BN RAE NA NAJ.** PR 14164206. 09-16-17

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Graduate Open Class.**

**JUDGE:** Mr. Richard A. Strong

A  58 **ISABELLE VICTORIA CDX GN BN NA NAJ.** PR 15464803. 04-10-11

39 **ADELHEID'S LIVE WIRES CDX BN GN RE MX MXJ MXB MJB MXF T2B CA TKA CGC.** PR 18046002. 09-23-14

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Preferred Utility Class.**

**JUDGE:** Mr. Richard A. Strong

59 **BONNIES COOLWOOFER LILY MAE UD GN GO VER RE NAP.** PR 13100905. 04-12-09
By Ch Christos Da Maya For Jushae - Ch Dreamquest Designed For Jushae. Poodles (Standard). Owner: Bonnie Foster, Montgomery, TX 773161612. Breeder: Price.

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Brace Competition (Obedience).**

**JUDGE:** Mr. Richard A. Strong

195.5/1  59 **BONNIES COOLWOOFER LILY MAE UD GN GO VER RE NAP.** PR 13100905. 04-12-09
By Ch Christos Da Maya For Jushae - Ch Dreamquest Designed For Jushae. Poodles (Standard). Owner: Bonnie Foster, Montgomery, TX 773161612. Breeder: Price.

195.5/1  60 **DESERTS TOP GUN MUCHO MACHIE CD RE OAP NJP.** PR 15153702. 03-06-11

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Veterans Class (Obedience).**

**JUDGE:** Ms. Linda F. Morris

194.0/1  38 **CH SHIR-LEE NORALLE BUTTERFLY KISSES UDX8 OM6 VER GN RAE CGCA.** PR 09616603. 01-13-07
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Registration Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poodles (Miniature)</td>
<td>By Ch Noralie's Champagne Toast UDX VER AX MXJ - Ch Shir-lee Butterfly Hugs</td>
<td>PR 13487401. 08-28-09</td>
<td>7/28/19</td>
<td>Breeder: Joel &amp; Shirley Malcolm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poodles (Standard)</td>
<td>By Ch Noralie's Champagne Toast UDX VER OA AXJ - Ch Shir-Lee's Butterfly Hugs.</td>
<td>PR 13487402. 08-28-09</td>
<td>7/28/19</td>
<td>Breeder: Joel &amp; Shirley Malcolm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poodles (Standard)</td>
<td>By Ch Caralot's Forever A Tripletake BN CD CGC RN - Ch Caralot's Forever A Georgia Girl.</td>
<td>PR 18475301. 05-21-15</td>
<td>7/28/19</td>
<td>Breeder: Julie Bogart.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These dogs/owners have made a contribution with their entry to the [Star Dog](https://www.akc.org/canine-health-foundation/) for the [AKC Canine Health Foundation](https://www.akc.org/canine-health-foundation/).